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Introduction
Well, here we are two months after Nuthin' But Net was released.
First of all a big thank you to all the people that have continued to play and pass on positive
feedback and enthusiasm about the game. Its because of the great reception I've got from you guys
that I find myself writing the intoduction of the second expansion booklet.
This booklet sees the introduction of three new teams, the Botanicals, the Skeletons and the
Kobolds. It also is a great place to compile all the questions and rule clarifications I've had so far.
You'll also find a team sheet to keep track of your player's achievements. All the rules given within
are all completely optional and must be agreed upon with your opponent before using any of them.
I must extend a massive thank you to Jim from One Monk Miniatures, for letting me include the
paper miniatures for the Kobold team that I created from his multi-part Kobold release. Thanks
mate!
I hope this booklet adds even more fun to your Nuthin' But Net games.
If it does, or you have an idea for the game, please let us know by dropping in and saying hi on the
Two Hour Wargames Yahoo Group or posting a message on Board Game Geek.
Cheers,
Ben.

Frequently Asked Questions
Rolling Dice
Q: On page 2 of the rules, it says a roll
of 6 when rolling to pass d6 is always a
failure? What does that mean? Which
charts or situations would that happen
in? Can you give me an example?
A: This basically means any roll of a 6, despite
what the skill stat is, is a fail. The example
given in the book just happens to be a passing
action. Let me give you an example. If
someone had a Shoot score of 6 and they
rolled 2d6 for a shot. The dice came up as a 6
and a 4. The player, despite rolling both equal
or under to their Shoot score, would only have
passed on 1d6 as 6s always count as a failed
d6.
Hexsides
Q: In several tables, there is mention of
sides. For example, in the STEAL table,

it states "Trying to take away from
opponent's rear or side +1d6" Is this
referring to the two rear sides and the
"direct" rear side? What hexsides are
considered a side for this rule and
other rules? Are there front, rear and
side hexsides?
A: In the steal table it is referring to the rear
three hexsides. The rear-most hexside is of
course the actual rear, but the adjacent hexes
are classified as rear side hexes
Q: Are there three rear hexsides? The
reason I ask is that in Catch the ball, a
catch may be made through any hexside
of the player except for the rear hexside
(only one or all three?).
A: There are three rear hexsides. In regards to
catching, the player only counts the 1 rear
hexside as not being able to be caught
through. This is referenced as the rear hexside
in singular - I probably should have clarified
this. Sorry. :) In regards to everything else, the
player has three rear hexsides.

Movement
Q: Can a player move in any direction,
for example, move backwards? I
assume so, but just want to make sure.
A: To be honest, we played that you could only
move forward as this put more emphasis on
your facing. I would be very interested in how
the game changed if you could move in any
direction. I would tentatively rule that to
move backwards it would cost 2 speed instead
of the usual 1. But again, that is untested... let
me know how it goes if you try it.
Passing
Q: On the Failed Pass chart, a die score
of 1 means the ball bounces overhead
the catcher? Do you mean over his
head? In other words, behind him? Or
does it mean above his head and
another chance for the catcher to catch
it?
A: The ball goes over his head aka behind him.
Catching

in the rules)
A: This is not something that I thought of to
be completely honest. Its interesting which
little situations pop up. I would probably let
him steal but at a penalty of -1 to his stat due
to the other player. The exit hex (for the ball
handler) would also need to be stated before
the steal attempt was rolled for as if the steal
occurs, then it is a turn over (stopping the ball
handling player's movement in its tracks) If
this happened it may affect the outcome of
which hex the player moves to, so this needs
to be announced before the roll for steal
happens.
The other option is to say no he can’t… lol
Dunking
Q: How can you make a dunk over a
defender? You are on a hex adjacent to
the basket, so the defender would have
to be on the same hex as the basket. Or
not and I am getting it wrong?
A: The dunker can move into an occupied
space adjacent to the basket and attempt a
dunk. Instead of taking a move through test,
the opposing player may attempt a block.

Q: In Catch the Ball table, if the catcher
passes 1d6 more than their opponent,
they forfeit "any remaining
movement." Can the catcher still
perform other actions?
A: They can still perform actions, but cannot
peform any movement (including the free
hexside turn)

Q: What exactly is a Posterize! Dunk?
A: Posterize! Dunks are any dunk that is done
on the Posterize table. (Basically if you pass
2d6 on the Slam Dunk table, you get 3 points.)
The better the dunk, the more effect it has on
the other players though (In terms of getting a
Grit bonus to your next Intimidation test)

Stealing

Blocking

Q: Say there is offensive player A facing
defensive player C. A second
offensive player B, the ball handler,
moves into the hex where offensive
player A is, with the intention of
passing though this hex. Can defensive
player C try to steal the ball from
offensive player B? Or is he screened by
offensive player A? (No mention of this

Q: Do you need to be between the
shooting player and the basket to block
the shot?
A: Yes, you need to actually be between the
shooting player and the basket and adjacent to
the player to attempt a block. This is listed on
page 7.
Q: Can a dunk be blocked too? Or only

shots from distance?
A: A dunk can be blocked when the player
attempts to dunk over a player (page 11)
Fouling
Q: On the Foul chart, when a player is
sent off for next passage of play, does
that mean one possession?
A: When a player is sent off for the next
passage of play, that means until the next
check. A passage of play is defined as the time
in between scores.

Scattering the Ball
In some situations, the ball will need to
scatter. For example, if a player is injured
either deliberately or accidently, the ball may
scatter.

You can of course agree with your opponents
on other ways to earn or lose Popularity.
For example, you might like to allow any team
that beats a team with more wins, gains extra
Popularity. You may also decide to penalise
the losing team by losing Popularity.
You can never have a Popularity higher than
10 or lower than 1.

Home Court Advantage
You step out into the familiar warm kiss of the
lights. You close your eyes and raise your
arms into the air and the crowd roars your
name, pounding their feet against the stands...
ahhh, the home court advantage.

In this situation, the player rolls a d6. Each
number corresponds to a hexside, with a roll
of 1 being the model's forward facing hexside.
The ball will scatter 1 space.

Everyone loves playing on their home court.
Often just the roar of the crowd and the
familiar surroundings, help your team play
better. To represent this in game terms, the
home team is able to store more bonus dice
than you can normally.
This depends on your teams's popularity.

Popularity

If your team's popularity is:

Teams gain and lose popularity for a number
of reasons, the most common being that they
play well or by that they play poorly.
Popularity determines several things in the
game. Some are listed furthur along in this
booklet, others will be left for future booklets.
All teams start a season with a popularity of 3.
Here is a list of things that change your
popularity:
Winning a game +1
Doing a Posterize! dunk +1
Winning a game by more than 5 points +2
Winning a game by Skunking +3
Losing a game by more than 5 points -1
Losing a game on your home court -1
Missing a dunk -1
Getting blocked -1

1-3: Your team has few followers or the ones
you have are fickle. You can only store 1 bonus
die as normal.
4-7: Your team has a good fan base and their
cheering spurs you on. You can store up to 2
bonus dice instead of 1.
8-10: Your team has a fanatical fan base that
motivates your team to great feats of skill and
luck. You can store up to 3 bonus dice instead
of 1.

Earning Money For Your Team
In the Nuthin' But Net tournaments, teams
must travel far and wide to play all manner or
teams across the great land.
Most players play for the love of the game
these days, but there are others that still play
to settle scores with other races. There are
also a group of players that are in it for the
money. That's right, the cold, hard,
unforgiving currency that is gold pieces.
In the past, gold was only awarded to the
teams so that they could eat and travel, but
more recently, team managers, promoters and
the like are appearing in an ever increasing
number of teams.
Admission to games is no longer free, but
must be paid for. Merchandising has
infiltrated the games and more and more
players are in it for the money.
Earning money for your team in Nuthin' But
Net helps you in a number of ways. It is not
only a status symbol, but is required for match
fees, lets you pay for team staff such as Healer
Shamans and Promoters and also allows your
team to place bets on other games
Each team starts with 100 gold pieces.
The entraces fee you must pay every game is
50 gold pieces. This means, you are sponsered
for two games in your season, but after that,
you have to make your own way.
The most common way you earn money is by
scoring points and winning games.
To find out how much money you earn at the
end of each game multiply the number of
points you scored throughout the game by
your Popularity level.
For example, if you had a popularity level of 4
and you scored 15 points in the game, you
would earn 15x4 gold pieces, which is 60 gold
pieces.
If you acually win the game, you don't have

to pay for your next match fee. So basically,
if you win, you're next game is automatically
sponsered. The league wants to keep the
winning teams on the court!

Betting On Other Teams
Another option open to the more shady
characters in the Nuthin' But Net
tournaments is betting.
Betting raised its ugly head several years ago
when a number of teams began to drop out
due to lack of gold pieces. But after several
teams were caught throwing games to profit
from bets against them, the NBN
commissioner 'Steely Balls' outlawed any
betting on one's own team. It is however, legal
to place bets on other games. This has in fact
been a very lucrative form of income for many
teams over the years.
There are a few ways to run this in your
leagues. I will present a very bare bones
version here, but in your campaigns, feel free
to work out the odds for a more accurate
outcome.
If the team you are betting to win has won the
last game, you get back whatever you bet,
+50%. For example, if you bet 50 gold pieces,
you would win 75 gold pieces.
If the team you are betting to win has lost the
last game, you get back whatever you bet,
+100%. For example, if you bet 50 gold pieces,
you would win 100 gold pieces.
If the team you bet on loses, you don't get any
money back of course.
The only rule is you cannot bet on a game that
your team is involved in.

Hiring Team Staff
As your team earns money, you may want to
hire some staff to help out your team. Below
you will find a number of different staff
members that are available to hire, along with
their hire cost.

Shaman Healer
Cost: 150 gold pieces
Each game: 10 gold pieces
By hiring a Shamanic Healer, you increase the
chances that your players will return to the
court after injury.
You may reroll the Recover From Injury roll
once if you don't like the first result. You must
abide by the second result though, even if it is
worse than the first.

Wizard
Cost: 200 gold pieces
Each game: Must be bought each game
By hiring a Wizard, you are able to cast spells
on the players. Wizards have 10 Mana which
can be spent to cast spells on the players over
the course of the game. Wizards can use
bonus dice to supplement this Mana, with one
bonus die being equivilent to 1 Mana.
You can find the spells available below:

Promoter
Cost: 150 gold pieces
Each game: 15 gold pieces or 25% of the
game's earnings (whichever is higher)
By hiring a Promoter, your team has the
ability to influence your Popularity for the
game. Roll 1d6 before the game and consult
the following table.
1-2 Somehow your Promoter has offended
your fans. Your Popularity counts as -1 for this
game.
3-5 Your Promoter has done a good job
talking up this game. Your Popularity counts
as +1 for this game only.
6 Your Promoter has done such a great job
talking up your team, that you get to add +1 to
your Popularity. This point is not lost after the
game.

Swift as the Wind - 2
This may be cast on any one player at any time
during their turn, to give that player 2 extra
Speed points for that turn only.

Trainer
Cost: 200 gold pieces
Each game: 20 gold pieces
By hiring a Trainer, your team is eligible for
+1 bonus Training Point each game,
regardless of the outcome.
Cheerleaders
Cost: 150 gold pieces
Each game: *
By hiring Cheerleaders, you inspire your
players both on and off the court. Your team is
able to store another bonus die during the
game.
* The Cheerleaders will stay for free as long as
your best player does not start the game on
the court (he or she is entertaining the
Cheerleaders).

Soles of Molassis - 3
This may be cast on any one player at any time
during their turn, to change that player's
Speed stat to 0 for that turn only. The player
may still use Bonus dice to move.
Pick of the Gods - 4
This may be cast on any one player at any time
during their turn, to shove that player 3
spaces in any one direction.
Lead Weight - 5
This may be cast on the ball to make all
Passing, Catching and Shooting tests count as
1 space longer than they actually are for that
turn only.
Fireball - 8
This may be cast on any 3 spaces that are
adjacent to each other. Any players in those
spaces most roll on the Injury chart. The
opposing team may place the players in any
hex adjacent to the Fire. A fire template is
placed on the 3 affected spaces. These spaces
are impassable. Any model entering the hex
must on the Injury chart. At the end of each
change of posession, roll a d6. On a 1-3 the
fire is removed.
Dispell - 3
This may be cast when an opposing Wizard
casts a spell. Roll a d6. On a 6, the spell is
cancelled.

Meeting the Conditions Each
Game
The each game cost must be upheld or else the
staff member will leave your team. If this
happens, they can be hired again from scratch.

The Kobolds are Coming!
A New and Squishy Nuthin' But Team

Kobolds have always been weak. Throughout the long wars, their kind kept to the caves and
dungeons of the land, luring unwary adventurers and travellers into their domain and then
overwhelming them with sheer numbers. This, funnily enough is very similar to their strategy when
playing Nuthin’ But Net. Kobold teams are allowed, under sanctions put in place by the NBN
commissioner, to field up to four players on the court at any one time and have up to 6 players on
the roster. Just remember that although they are numerous… they are extremely squishy!
Kobold teams were certainly not one of the founding teams of the NBN. They watched through
cracks in the court or from under the stands for years. Watching and learning in secret. It wasn’t
until the great earthquake during the opening game of the seventeenth season of NBN, that the
Kobolds were revealed. The earthquake swallowed up the Western Miners Dwarf team, giving them
the incentive they needed to enter the competition… and so the first Kobold team, the Earth
Splitters were born.
BH
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Swarm
This team is allowed to have six players on the roster and up to four players on the court at any one
time.

The Earth Splitters
The First Kobold NBN Team

Below you will find some high quality 30mm scale paper models to get you started straight away
with your first Kobold team. You can also write numbers on their uniforms if you like.
The team has been put together using a multi-part Kobold file provided very generously by Jim at
One Monk Miniatures. I simply used that file with Jim's excellent artwork, to create the team you
see below. All the artwork was done by Jim and he has been very gracious in letting me include it
here for free.
If you are interested in seeing more of his outstanding models, please visit www.onemonk.com

To build these guys, follow these simple steps:
*Print this page on Matte Photo Paper
*Score along the red line and reverse fold along it
*Spread a thin layer of glue evenly over the back of the paper and rub over the model to achieve a
good bond
*Place under a book for an hour or so until dry
*Once dry, use a stanley knife to cut around the black edge of the model
*Download bases from www.onemonk.com and follow instructions on how to put them together
*Enjoy using your Kobolds in Nuthin' But Net

Possible Upcoming Features in NBN Expansion Booklet 3
Two New Nuthin' But Net Teams - The Botanicals and The Skeletons
3 New Legendary Players - Kobold, Botanical and Skeleton Legendary Players
All Star Weekend Rules
New Courts To Play On
OdddddO

Got something you'd like to see in Nuthin' But Net?
Have you enjoyed these free expansions?
Converted a court or some figures for the game?
- Let me know! I'd love to see what you come up with!
Thanks for reading.
Ben.

